How to improve your favorite art skills and think outside the box

Halbsemesterkurs mit Álvaro Diaz-Palacios

Would you like to improve your artistic skills? Would you like to deepen your knowledge of your favorite technique and at the same time expand it with possibilities that you hadn’t even thought of before? To learn how your talent is useful beyond art classes and how creativity can enrich your life?

This course comprised of eight Zoom meetings will take your strengths to the next level. You will learn the basic grammar of artistic creation through fun, innovative and daring exercises mixed with writing, music or video viewing. Our exercises cover: line and shape, color, texture, illustrative approach - metaphor - poetics, generating ideas and creative processes, useful art apps, group exercises in mixed techniques. You will learn that your work of art can be much more than a beautiful surface - and how to dive deep beneath it.

This course does not impose identical techniques on each common exercise, but rather, individually, the tutor examines each student's fortes, and tries to guide them to reach their full potential in his/her chosen medium. The following techniques and media can be covered: digital art, illustration, painting and drawing, sculpture, graphic design, photography and/or video making.

Ultimately, you will see that creativity is less of a skill. It’s more of an inner environment. Aside from strengthening your artistic skills (with fun!), the basic objective of this course is to show you how to enter your creative space and move around more freely!

Participation requirements and material

The course is suitable for young people aged 12 and over. Previous knowledge is not required. The material/medium that you work with will depend entirely on your preferences.
and wishes - I’ll be happy to give you recommendations. We will discuss the choice of material in the first session.

Organizational information about online lessons
We meet online for the course dates via Zoom. Our meetings take place live and are not recorded. I will send you a link by email every day of the course, which you can use to join our Zoom meeting via a browser, desktop app or mobile app. To attend the meetings, you need a computer, tablet or smartphone with a built-in camera and microphone, and a broadband internet connection.
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